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Fittings and Misc. Accessories
Series 50 Accessories

Kuhnke System Logic Devices

Silencer
50030
Dimensions:
26mm L x 7.5mm dia.
Material:
Brass
Fitting:
M5

Silencers can be used in exhaust ports
of valves and other devices to quiet
escaping air. Made of sintered Brass
and has an M5 male fitting.

Spare Seals
M5
G 1/8
G 1/4
Seal for Banjo fittings
Material:
Nylon or Buna N
Dimensions:
Seals fit thread size
shown.

50001
50010
50002
50029

Spare seals for fittings are available in
packs of 100. Seal number 50029 is
used as the top seal for banjo fittings.

Adapters

50827
50826-01

M5 to 10-32
M5 to 1/8 NPT
Material:
Brass

Fittings can be used to adapt to other
size fittings. Made from brass.
Adapters include seals.

Tube Rack
Tubing Rack
Material:
Gray Plastic
Dimensions:
12mm W x 8.5mm H x 90mm L.

50599

Used for organizing neat runs of
pneumatic tubing. Accepts 4 or 5 mm
tubing. Rack holds up to 10 tubes and
can be cut or snapped off for amount of
positions needed. Screw holes are
provided between each holder to allow
for fastening.
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Kuhnke System Logic Devices

Volumes
50034
50033
50043

Mounting Clip

50 cm³
100 cm³
Mounting Clip

Volumes are used to provide slight
time delays in pneumatic circuits or to
slow cylinder rod movements. Volumes
are miniature tanks which allow
pressure to build in the pneumatic
circuit. Mounting clip provides for snap
in mounting of volume.

Dimensions:
36mm Diameter
x 86.5mm L (50034)
x 148.5mm L (50035)
Ports:
M5
Max. Operating Pressure:
8 bar

Tube Cutter
50200
Provides smooth square edge cut on
all types of flexible tubing. Insert tube
beneath blade, then squeeze tool.
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Material;
Plastic with stainless blade.
Dimensions;
89mm L x 25mm W x 25mm D.

